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Charlotte revitalization part of national discussion

By Josh Arntz | The Dickson Herald

The city of Charlotte recently applied for a federally funded transportation enhancement grant to renovate the
old jailer's house and jail on the courthouse square.

Charlotte and the city's proposal to renovate it's old jailer's house and jail lie at the heart of the national
debate over debt reduction. Even though the city applied for the enhancement grant through the Tennessee
Department of Transportation, the grant is actually federally funded through a program targeted for
elimination.

John Hudak, a Vanderbilt University political science Ph.D. candidate, explained the enhancement grant
Charlotte applied for actually derives from the U.S. Department of Transportation.

USDOT allocates the funds to all 50 state departments of transportation through a formula designed by
Congress. So Tennessee's enhancement grants are dispersed through the Tennessee Department of
Transportation.

In 2011, TDOT awarded nearly $13 million in enhancement grants and $259.5 million from 1991−2010.

Hudak, whose research generally focuses on federal grants, Congress and the presidency, noted the
controversy over federally funded enhancement grants arises from perceived "silly" projects that waste
federal dollars during a national budget debate.

"The controversy has actually emerged from projects that, while they fall under the types of projects that can
be funded in this grant, they actually haven't taken federal dollars for the most part, they've been done mostly
by state−only funds," said Hudak. "What ends up happening is that the individuals looking to find, what on
the surface appear to be silly or unnecessary programs, are finding weird projects."

Dr. Ronald D. Utt, a Herbert and Joyce Morgan Senior Research Fellow in the Thomas A. Roe Institute for
Economic Policy Studies at The Heritage Foundation, a conservative think−tank, cited such "silly" projects in
his Nov. 7 article "Next Highway Reauthorization Bill Should Terminate the Transportation Enhancement
Program."

Utt points to 82 approved projects in Virginia during Fiscal Year 2012, some of which will include the
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restoration of a mill, hotel and lighthouses, and the creation of a hiking trail, museum and smartphone−based
battlefield tours.

"Transportation enhancements are among the more useless of the many federal programs that divert highway
money to low−value or no−value purposes," said Utt. "Under current law, each state is required to devote 10
percent of the Surface Transportation Program funds it receives each year from the federal highway trust fund
to eligible enhancement projects as defined in existing statutes."

Utt forecasted $930 million of the $9.3 billion for STP funding will be spent on enhancement programs
during the current fiscal year.

Conservative lawmakers, like Sen. John McCain (R−Ariz.) and Sen. Rand Paul (R−Ky.) have offered
legislation that would allow states to divert the enhancement program funding to other highway purposes.

'Silly' spending

"There has been a push on the right, in an effort to reduce spending, to do something about this program, but
I think that the generation of the controversy has come from not necessarily a whole assessment of what the
program does, but a cherry−picking of a few projects that the program will fund," said Hudak.

"The thing is, right now, in terms of sort of a broader political dialogue that's going on, is that people are
really grasping for anything that looks silly," he added. "If it doesn't pass the sniff test, if it smells like it's
wasteful government spending then find a couple examples of it and run with it."

Hudak explained the enhancement program's true intent is to help boost economic activity at local levels.

"When individuals come to a town for a tourist stop or for a welcome center or for an information booth,
they're likely going to spend money as well," said Hudak.

The city of Dickson has received over $2.3 million in enhancement grant funding since 2003 to restore the
Hotel Halbrook (Clement Railroad Hotel Museum) and revitalize the downtown district.

The Clement museum has a tourist information sign on Interstate 40 directing motorists to downtown
Dickson, where they'll find a pedestrian friendly atmosphere complemented with local shopping and
attractions.

Charlotte also received $118,000 in 2007 to complete 1,500 feet of sidewalks with street lighting along
Humphries Street between the courthouse square and elementary/middle schools.

The Humphries Street sidewalk was the first phase for an overall beautification and trail system project
designed to draw people to Charlotte's rural community setting.

Neal Westerman, city engineer and project administrator, explained the city developed the trail system plan,
with the old jailer's house and jail serving as a trail head/visitor center, when they applied for the
enhancement grant for Humphries Street.

"[The jailer's house/jail] was one of the pieces and since it was getting in bad repair they wanted to attack that
first and get that done," said Westerman, "and then start building the trails out from it, because it's already on
the square."
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Greenways

Hudak noted the enhancement program also targets the creation of greenways, as proposed in Charlotte's
development plan.

"In the past five years, both in the Bush and Obama administrations, most of this money has been used to
increase greenways, or other sort of pedestrian foot traffic sites, that both make roads safer and pedestrian
access to communities a little more appealing," explained Hudak.

Hudak added the creation of greenways, improved pedestrian traffic avenues and revitalization projects will
make a locality noticeably more appealing, which can have a direct impact on property values.

"In given the property value environment, both in Tennessee and nationally, any additions and improvements
to a town can have a really positive impact on the sale values of homes," said Hudak.

Charlotte has also added several new locally owned businesses, along with longtime community staples, that
would benefit from increased traffic directed toward courthouse square.

"What you're trying to do is you're trying to increase tourism and you're trying to also benefit the local
residents, and a trail system and a trail head help to do both," explained Westerman.

TDOT Commissioner John Schroer noted the enhancement grants can do a lot for smaller communities and
have a very significant impact. Schroer was speaking from personal experience as former mayor of Franklin
from 2007−11.

Franklin received a $500,000 enhancement grant in 2011 to improve Eastern Flank Battlefield access.

The Herald requested interviews with U.S. Sen. Lamar Alexander (R−Tenn.) and U.S. Sen. Bob Corker
(R−Tenn.) to determine their stance on enhancement grants. The senators released almost identical statements
through press liaisons.

Alexander recently voted in favor of a transportation−funding bill to give states more authority to spend
federal transportation dollars according to their own priorities and needs; and Corker believes the states are
best suited to determine how to most effectively use the highway funding appropriated to them.

Alexander's hometown of Maryville has received $1.4 million in enhancement grant funding since 1991; and
Corker's hometown Chattanooga $21.4 million.

Federal enhancement grants will be funded at least through 2012. If Charlotte is awarded a grant and turns
down the federal funding, the monies will be passed on to another locale.

Hudak noted savings gained by cutting the federal enhancements would be very meager, but understands the
proposal is a starting point in budget cut discussions.

"With this program as it is, if there is an effort to cut it at the national level, so be it. We have a really high
deficit right now," said Hudak. "This is a very small part of one percent of our federal deficit.

"So cutting this program alone isn't going to have any effect on deficit reduction really, but if you find 60 or
70 or 100 or 1,000 programs like this, those things add up," he added.
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Hudak encouraged Charlotte residents who are concerned about federal spending, like enhancement grants, to
contact their Congressional lawmakers and voice their perspectives.

Repeated requests to interview U.S. Rep. Stephen Fincher (R−Tenn.) were never returned.
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